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veterinary.bemergroup.com

The beneﬁts.

For your horse‘s
well-being

*

~ Improvement of the microcirculation and therefore of the cell metabolism
~ Scientiﬁc proof of the eﬀect of the BEMER Horse-Set on the horse
the parasympathetic processes in the organism and thus
~ Promotes
regeneration and relaxation
~ Improves suppleness for optimal training
~ Increases performance
~ Prevention and increase of infection resistance
~ Improved wound healing process
microcirculation during operations: Reduction of anaesthetic
~ Increased
and medication administration, as well as improvement of muscle circulation
resulting in a lower risk of myositis (inﬂammation of the skeletal muscles).

FIRST TIME IN BELGIUM
— BEMER RIDERS TOUR

Everyone is looking forward to it:
the riders, the organisers and the
promoters — for the first time, the
international show jumping series,
founded in 2001 by Paul Schockemöhle and Ullrich Kasselmann,
will be visiting Belgium. The CSI
Lier of Azelhof Horse Events is one
of the top venues for equestrian
sport with perfect conditions and
commitment for horses and riders.
From 1 to 4 September, one of the
stages of the BEMER Riders Tour
will be decided in Lier. „It‘s nice,”
said Mike Hazelbroek, CSI Lier
event director, „and it‘s a real winwin-situation for us and the BEMER
Riders Tour as well. We are expecting more German combinations
and other riders, who are not familiar with Azelhof horse events.“
After all, there is also a protagonist

from the host country: Dominique
Hendrickx sensationally jumped
into second place behind Henrik
von Eckermann (SWE), the current
double World Champion, in the
sixth and final competition of the
2021 season at Hof Kasselmann in
April 2022 with Coriano van Klaptscheut. The astute Belgian secured
third place overall in the BEMER
RIDERS Tour at the last second. His
reward: a brand new Land Rover.
The CSI3* Lier is now the sixth in a
series of eight stages of the BEMER
Riders Tour and follows directly on
from the „Turnier der Sieger“, CSI4*
Münster. The 24-year-old Sophie
Hinners (GER), winner of the fourth
leg was able to keep her lead, but
Janne Friederike Meyer-Zimmermann (GER) celebrated a great victory in Münster ahead of European

Champion André Thieme (GER).
Now she is second in the ranking.
„I‘m coming to Lier,“ Meyer-Zimmermann cheerfully announced,
adding that she was looking forward to the CSI Azelhof.
On Friday, the run for points begins
with the qualifier in an international
jumping competition with jump-off.
On Sunday, the best 50 pairs from
this qualification will compete in
the Grand Prix. This is an international jumping competition with two
rounds. Only then do we know who
will „haul away“ the most points
from Lier. Let‘s go!

Belgium rider Dominique Hendrickx & Koriano Van Klapscheut at Horses & Dreams meets
Canada 2022 in Hagen a.T.W., Hof Kasselmann,
Germany | Foto: S. Lafrentz

physical vascular therapy. Studies
and tests on a scientifically oriented basis are one building block for
the review and development of the
product, the individual experiences
and feedback of users are another.
„From the very beginning, the commitment was not designed as a
one-time thing, but as a long-term
partnership,“ Bernhard Bock, Head
of Marketing at BEMER Int. AG, never tires of emphasising. Only this
long-term partnership has made
the sum of experience possible.

ABOUT THE COURAGE TO
MAKE A SERIES

David Will with Primus vom Neumühler Hof in München
at Pferd International | Foto: F. Heinen

In the spring of 2001 the announcement was made: After months
of planning and discussion, many
talks with organisers, the German
national federation FN and the
international federation FEI, the
Riders Tour was set. Since that moment, the series has been running
continuously, making headlines
and boosting careers. Paul Schockemöhle came up with the idea
and strong partners, first and foremost his long-time friend and business partner Ullrich Kasselmann.
Together they initiated and accompanied all developments and
always found partners and sponsors who brought their own input
and expectations. For the past few
years, title sponsor BEMER Int. AG
has added new creativity.

periencing its 21st season because
the initiators always believed that an
exciting series would do the sport
good — and they were proven right.
While in the first years of the series names like Ludger Beerbaum,
Meredith Michaels-Beerbaum or
Luciana Diniz made their mark on
the Riders Tour, they were followed
a little later by Carsten-Otto Nagel and Janne Friederike Meyer or
most recently Nisse Lüneburg. And
it was not only the overall winners
who made headlines. Names like
Katrin Eckermann, David Will or Patrick Stühlmeyer came into focus.
The Tour does not unfold its effect
through spectacular individual successes, but through consistently
good performances over longer
periods.

Today, the BEMER Riders Tour is ex-

In one aspect, everyone agrees: the

focus of the BEMER Riders Tour is
always and first and foremost on
the sport. Title partner BEMER Int.
AG has never expressed the slightest doubt about this principle. On
the contrary: this partnership is on
an equal footing - the Riders Tour
initiators and participants with their
sporting expertise, the title sponsor with its product expertise.
Partnership: Win-win is Best
BEMER Int. AG obtains experience and valuable knowledge for its
BEMER Horse Set and also for the
BEMER Human Set from its involvement in sport. Workshops, meetings, countless discussions and
on-site exchanges with spectators
and athletes have had a significant
influence on the development of
the sets. BEMER is a specialist in

And this has an effect on the sport.
The importance of oxygen supply
in the bloodstream can easily be learned in biology lessons. But how
important even the tiniest blood
vessels are, is something that most
equestrian enthusiasts have probably only understood since the
beginning of the „BEMER era in the
Riders Tour“. The triumphant advance of the „BEMER rug“ is clearly
visible - at every show you can find
numerous horses relaxing under
the horse-set.
Significance for the Sport: New
Paths, Attractive Venues
Paul Schockemöhle‘s idea of a series, an arc of suspense over several
stages and months, has always been
and still is relevant to the sport, because: „Without competitive sport,
the horse world stagnates. Buying
and selling horses, breeding, training and even riding clubs and riding schools are all connected.“

Business partners and friends: Ullrich Kasselmann and Paul Schockemöhle | Foto: S. Fuchs

The past years have certainly made
the connections clear. It was therefore all the more important that the
BEMER Riders Tour was launched in
2021, even though not every single
stage had been planned down to
the last detail and the implementation was absolutely certain.
You have to react to challenges and
that is exactly what the „ makers of
possibility“ have done and are doing again: a „ breath of fresh air“ is
blowing through the BEMER Riders
Tour 2022 with new stages in Europe.
In addition to Germany, the BEMER
Riders Tour will also stop in the
Netherlands, Belgium and Austria
in the 2022 season, thus breaking
new ground. The series started in
Hagen a.T.W. at Horses & Dreams
meets Canada, followed by the 2nd

stage at the Pferd International Munich and then this weekend it goes
to Ommen in the Netherlands and
then on to the Fest der Pferde in
Donaueschingen-Immenhöfe. The
5th leg leads to the Turnier der Sieger in Münster, which is back in the
sporting calendar after a Corona
break. Lier, Belgium, will host the
sixth leg, followed by Wiener Neustadt and the final leg in Neumünster at the VR CLASSICS.
In addition, there is be an expansion
with the BEMER Young Riders Tour
that is aimed at the U21 ge group
and should bring many new faces
to the 2023 Tour season. Young riders who compete successfully this
year will be able to give the „sporting establishment“ a run for their
money in the BEMER Riders Tour
2023. What does that mean? The
future has already begun…

Stages of the BEMER Riders Tour 2022 / 2023
1.

Horses & Dreams meets Canada

2.

Pferd International

3.

CSI Ommen

4.

Fest der Pferde

5.

Turnier der Sieger

6.

BEMER Riders Tour Azelhof

7.

CSI2* Wiener Neustadt

8.

CSI3* VR CLASSICS

Hagen a.T.W.

20 – 24 April 2022

horses-and-dreams.de

Munich

26 – 29 May 2022

pferdinternational.de

Ommen (Netherlands)

6 – 10 July 2022

csiommen.nl

Donaueschingen Immenhöfe

28 – 31 July 2022

rz-frese.de

Münster

25 – 28 August 2022

turnierdersieger.de

Lier (Belgium)

1 – 4 September 2022

azelhof.be/nl

Wiener Neustadt (Austria)

6 – 9 October 2022

csi-arenanova.at

Neumünster

16 – 19 February 2023

reitturnier-neumuenster.de

DER DEFENDER

FÜR ALLE, DIE SICH
NICHT ZÜGELN WOLLEN.

THE IDEA OF
THE BEMER
RIDERS TOUR
The hero of the BEMER Riders Tour
2021/22 was Patrick Stühlmeyer. The
31-year-old show jumper, who was
born in Osnabrück, made the previous season „his“. Over five events,
„Stühli“ collected points and kept
his cool and his nerves. Consistency
- that is the rule - is the most important quality in the BEMER Riders Tour.
This once again underlined the essential concept of tour initiator Paul
Schockemöhle. Two ideas motivated Schockemöhle and his congenial partner Ullrich Kasselmann when
they invented the Riders Tour more
than 20 years ago: To develop an element of excitement and bring new attention to the sport of show jumping.
And to reward the „most competent“
riders of the season. It is precisely
this quality, continuity and focus that
distinguishes the truly great riders.
Foto: Patrick Stühlmeyer at the final of the BEMER
Riders Tour 2021/22 at Horses & Dreams meets
Canada 2022 in Hagen a.T.W. at Hof Kasselmann.
© Stefan Lafrentz

DER DEFENDER. EINE IKONE.
EINE KATEGORIE FÜR SICH.
Leistungsfähigkeit liegt in seiner Natur. Dank seiner robusten Architektur durchstreift
der Defender problemlos jedes Gelände – mit und ohne Pferdeanhänger.
landrover.de

WORKS: THE RULES
OF THE BEMER RIDERS TOUR
What works well in practice, is here
to stay. This is also the principle behind the rules of the BEMER Riders
Tour. Whoever wins a special stage
earns 20 points, whoever comes
second 17 points, etc. up to 1 point
for 15th place. Collecting the most
points is what it‘s all about. At the
end, the four best results of each
participant are taken into account.
Whoever has the most points is
„Rider of the Year”.
Who is eligible to compete in the
BEMER Riders Tour?
The three best riders of the previous
year can compete at the first tour
stop, then always the top three of
the current ranking. In addition, the
top 25 riders of the current World
Ranking List Jumping are pre-qualified for the competition. Then there
are riders who have been invited or
nominated by their federations for
the BEMER Riders Tour events.
The BEMER Riders Tour Competitions
At each stage, a qualification will be
ridden before the ranking competition. The 50 best pairs of this qualification, including the pre-qualified
riders, will then compete in the special stage and only there will the ranking points be awarded. While the
qualification test is an international
jumping competition with a jumpoff, the special stage is an international jumping competition with two
rounds. In any case, all clear rounds
of the first round, but at least the
best quarter of the first round, will
go into the second round. The rule
for the second round is: Everyone
starts from zero again.

Tried and tested rules
These regulations have been a pillar of the sporting appeal of the BEMER Riders Tour for more than 20
years. Familiar regulations are used
for this purpose. If, for example, two
riders are both ranked 50th in the
qualification, then both are allowed
to start in the competition. If there
is actually a tie for first or second
place in the overall ranking after
the final leg, then the higher number of first, second, third etc. places
will decide on the overall ranking.
This tried and tested mode will also
apply in the 21st season of the BEMER Riders Tour.

BEMER Riders Tour points system
1.

place

20 points

2.

place

17 points

3.

place

15 points

4.

place

13 points

5.

place

11 points

6.

place

10 points

7.

place

9 points

8.

place

8 points

9.

place

7 points

10. place

6 points

11.

place

5 points

12.

place

4 points

13. place

3 points

14. place

2 points

15. place

1 points

If more than one rider occupies the
same place, they will receive the
same number of points, e.g. two
riders in 3rd place: 15 points each.
The next placed rider would then
be 5th and get 11th points.
Overall winner of the BEMER Riders Tour: „Rider of the Year”
Only the rider‘s four best results are
counted towards the final classification. The top three riders in the
final ranking each receive a LAND
ROVER car.
In order for a rider to be considered
for the final classification, a start at
the final stage, the „VR CLASSICS“
Neumünster 2023, is mandatory.
The rider who has collected the
most points in the BEMER Riders
Tour is „Rider of the Year“. In the
event of a points tie, the most victories or second places, etc. will
decide. Should there still be a tie in
points, the better result in the ranking test of the final stage will be
the deciding factor.
Foto: Sophie Hinners & Million Dollar at Horses
& Dreams meets Canada 2022 in Hagen a.T.W. at
Hof Kasselmann © Stefan Lafrentz

FINAL 2021/22
@ Horses & Dreams meets Canada | Hof Kasselmann | Hagen a.T.W.

PATRICK STÜHLMEYER IS
RIDER OF THE YEAR 2021/2022

He has already ridden Nations
Cups and won Grand Prix, but „I
would call this the biggest success
of my career,“ says Patrick Stühlmeyer. Almost exactly 365 days
after he collected his first points in
the BEMER Riders Tour at Horses &
Dreams, the 31-year-old show jumper from Steinfeld/Mühlen finished the series as the overall winner
for the first time and was celebrated extensively with a champagne
shower.

Thanks to the boss
„I scored points with four different
horses over the course of the series
and all of them belong to my boss,
Paul Schockemöhle. I just want
to say thank you for providing me
with such good mounts,“ remarked
Stühlmeyer, who grew up in the Osnabrück region, with a smile. The
boss is also the initiator and partner of the Riders Tour, which celebrated its 20th final since 2021. His
reward: a brand new Land Rover for

the overall winner of the BEMER Riders Tour. Runners-up Dominique
Hendrickx and Angelique Rüsen
were also very excited as they drove
around the stadium in Hagen in their
new vehicles of the luxury brand.
Foto: Dominique Hendrickxs, Patrick Stühlmeyer
and Angelique Rüsen at the final of the BEMER
Riders Tour 2021/22 at Horses & Dreams meets
Canada 2022 in Hagen a.T.W. at Hof Kasselmann
© Stefan Lafrentz

BEMER Riders Tour 2022 / 2023
STANDINGS AFTER LEG 5

DEJÀ-VU — JANNE FRIEDERIKE MEYERZIMMERMANN WINS IN MÜNSTER
(Münster) “Actually, he is quite the
stage hog,” Janne Friederike Meyer-Zimmermann revealed with a
laugh, “and I think he really enjoyed that today.” He, that is the 13-year-old grey Büttner’s Minimax —
Meyer-Zimmermann’s mount for
the fifth competition of the BEMER
Riders Tour. The combination from
Pinneberg won the Grand Prix of
the Auto Nagel Group. An extremely fast and clear 36.88 seconds
was enough to secure this coup
and relegate European Champion
André Thieme (Plau a.S.) and his
Conacco to second place.
Münster’s “Turnier der Sieger”
holds only positive memories for
the 2010 World Team Champion: “I
won German Championships here,
the Grand Prix and my first car,”
the show jumper recalled and took
the opportunity to thank Hendrik
Snoek for the “very special event”.
Hendrik Snoek himself was happy:
“I am very satisfied. There are a few

adjustments here and there, where
you can improve something, but
that’s good — you also always have
to develop.” Victory is also a dejá vu
for Meyer-Zimmermann with regard
to the BEMER Riders Tour, as she
won the very first leg of the 2022
season at Horses & Dreams meets
Canada in Hagen a.T.W..
From Münster to Lier

As a result, the 41-year-old jumped
into second place in the current
ranking of the BEMER Riders Tour
and will be able to further extend
her “account” in just a few days. “I
will be in Lier,” said Janne Friederike Meyer-Zimmermann and that
is where the sixth leg of the international BEMER Riders Tour will
take place for the first time with the
CSI3* Azelhof from 1 – 4 September
2022.

Sophie Hinners defends pole position
Sophie Hinners, the 24-year-old leader of the BEMER Riders Tour from
Marburg, was close to winning with
the 12-year-old Selle Francais mare
Anaba Haize with a time of 35.69
seconds, but conceded a fault at
the last jump, an oxer, and finished
sixth. This earned her ten points,
so that the rider from Marburg was
able to keep her top position in the
ranking.
For the 16th time, the BEMER Riders Tour was part of the “Turnier
der Sieger” in Münster. “We are
delighted to be part of it,” said
Dorothee Hahn on behalf of the
BEMER Riders Tour, “Münster is
certainly one of the events in the
series that represents a kind of
‘shining light’ among the stages.”

Foto: Janne Friederike Meyer-Zimmermann &
uettner´s Minimax at the „Turnier der Sieger“ in
Münster, Germany | © Stefan Lafrentz
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Nat.

Starts

1

Name

Total points

Rank

Previous rank

Point system
best 4 result count
rank 1
rank 2
rank 3
rank 4
rank 5
rank 6
rank 7
rank 8
rank 9
rank 10
rank 11
rank 12
rank 13
rank 14
rank 15

20 points
17 points
15 points
13 points
11 points
10 points
9 points
8 points
7 points
6 points
5 points
4 points
3 points
2 points
1 point

NEXT TO COME:
CSI ARENA NOVA, AUSTRIA
Waltzes by Strauss, hearty quark
pancakes, the Hofburg or Sacher
gateau — there are many things
that have made Austria world-famous, including its horses. And
not only those of the Hofreitschule. The seventh and penultimate
stage of the BEMER Riders Tour
leads to the Arena Nova in Wie-

ner Neustadt. The modern exhibition centre combines the horse
fair „Apropos Pferd“ with international show jumping and will host
the BEMER Riders Tour for the first
time from 6 - 9 October.
Participants from around 15 nations are regularly expected in the

indoor arena of Arena Nova. For
the first time, the Army Riding Club
of the Theresian Military Academy
Wiener Neustadt with event leader
Lieutenant Colonel Roland Pulsinger is responsible for the organisation. There is a lot of excitement
and anticipation in the air already.

TITLE SPONSOR BEMER INT. AG

In 2016, the BEMER Int. AG was the
main sponsor of the Riders Tour for
the first time. Three years later, in
2019 they became the title sponsor and continued until today.

effects on the horse. In cooperation
with the greats of equestrian sport,
it has been constantly further developed and contains numerous new
features and clever details.

The company specialises in physical vascular therapy. Improving microcirculation in tiny blood vessels
- that is the company‘s core competence. And what has already been
successfully applied in human medicine has also become a success in
the veterinary field. With the BEMER
Horse Set, BEMER Int. AG offers an
effective therapy for improving microcirculation - with many positive

A rider can only be truly successful
on a horse that is happy, healthy,
recovered and relaxed. The BEMER
Horse Set can make a valuable contribution to this. It improves microcirculation, i.e. the circulation of the
smallest blood vessels, promotes
metabolism and cell activity and
thus recovery and convalescence
processes.

Scientific studies also show an optimisation of suppleness and regeneration. In close cooperation
with equestrian sports authorities,
equine physicians and amateur
athletes, BEMER has continuously
developed the Horse Set further
- among others with the Department of Veterinary Medicine at the
University of Milan, the HCCG, Dr.
med. vet. Hermann Josef Genn, Hof
Kasselmann or Paul Schockemöhle
Marketing. Countless findings from
their work flowed and flow into the
development of the set. The result:
The best BEMER Horse Set ever.

Fotos: Thomas Hellmann

Die THE
BEMER
Riders
Tour
BEMER RIDERS
TOUR
COLLECTION
Kollektion

2001

Jumping: Ludger Beerbaum (GER)

2008

Carsten-Otto Nagel (GER)

2009

Ludger Beerbaum (GER)

2002

Jumping:
Individual: Ludger Beerbaum (GER)
Team: Audi quattro Team
Dressage: Ulla Salzgeber (GER)

2010

Denis Lynch (IRL)

2011

Ludger Beerbaum (GER)

2012

Luciana Diniz (POR)

2013

Carsten-Otto Nagel (GER)

2003

Jumping:
Individual: Ludger Beerbaum (GER)
Team: Audi quattro Team

2004

Jumping:
Individual: Meredith Michaels-Beerbaum (GER)
Team: Audi quattro Team

2014

Holger Wulschner (GER)

2015

Janne-Friederike Meyer (GER)

2005

Jumping:
Individual: Meredith Michaels-Beerbaum (GER)
Team: Team Sony Ericsson

2016

Marcus Ehning (GER)

2017

Markus Beerbaum (GER)

2006

Jumping (last time in team)
Individual: Thomas Frühmann (AUT)
Team: Sprehe Feinkost Team

2018

Christian Ahlmann (GER)

2019/20 Nisse Lüneburg (GER)

2007

Meredith Michaels-Beerbaum (GER)

2021/22 Patrick Stühlmeyer (GER)

Foto: Mario Stevens & Nisse Lüneburg (Rider of the Year 2019/20) at the final of the BEMER Riders Tour 2019/20 in
Neumünster/VR Classics. | © Stefan Lafrentz

Foto: Stefan Lafrentz

RIDER OF THE YEAR 2001-2021

Jetzt am Shop
Stand
von
now
online:

fundis-reitsport.de

1. – 4. September 2022 | Lier/BEL

1. – 4. September 2022 | Lier/BEL

Timetable

Timetable

Thursday 1st September 2022

Saturday 3rd September 2022

Stephex

CSI3*

Class 1

1,40m

Table A against the clock

Stephex

CSI3*

Class 8

1,35m

Table A - 2 phases

Stephex

CSI3*

Class 2

1,40m

Table A against the clock

Stephex

CSIYH1*

Class F

7y-8y

Table A - jump off

Stephex

CSI3*

Class 3
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Class 9 LR - 1m45 ( Final 1m40 ) is open to:
• The 30 best riders of class 1 (1m40)
• The 20 best riders of Class 2 (1m40)
• The 30 best riders of Class 6 (1m40)
• The 20 best riders of Class 7 (1m40)
Class IX GP is open to
• The 35 best riders of Class VI
• The 50 best riders of Class I
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Class 10 GP is open to:
• The prequalified riders
• The 3 best riders placed in the Bemer Tour (most recent
gen placing)
• Attending athletes placed 1st – 25th on the Longines Ranking List used for the invitation of athletes for the event
• in addition up to 50 athletes from Class 5.
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